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SIBLINGS RILEY AND 

BRANDON

Riley uses social media like Facebook and Snapchat to do 

short sermons. He wants to use social media to further the 

kingdom of God.

Riley believes that social media is a great way to reach the 

masses and especially his teenage congregation.

Marketing yourself and your belief are much easier using 

social media. 



CONTINUED

Brandon uses mostly Facebook along with some use of 

Instagram. 

Brandon values humor and enjoys humorous videos. 

Use of pop culture is something that makes things become 

popular and end up trending.  



DEVON AND RYAN

Devon does not use any social media except twitter. 

He believes that social media is a waste of time unless you 

are using it in a way that helps lift up others or influence a 

community. 

Devon uses his twitter for encouraging tweets that can help 

uplift people going through common struggles. 



CONTINUED

Ryan does not use much social media, but he has a 

Facebook and a snapchat. 

He uses his Facebook to look at the different ads that will 

help him in the future. 

He will find articles that teach about saving money and 

investing so that he will make a high return for the future.  



GARRETT AND ALEXIS

Garrett uses Facebook for church groups, worship team stuff 

and guitar things.

He rarely uses any other form of social media.

He may also use Facebook for different memes and funny 

things to look at before he goes to bed.

Social media is a great source of entertainment when used in 

the right way.



CONTINUED

Alexis uses just about all forms of social media on her phone 

and computer.

For example she sends Snaps to her friends, post pictures of 

family and friends on Facebook and Instagram.

Just like her brother, she also stays up before bed on social 

media checking on friends, liking comments/post too.



CONCLUSION –

GOOD/BAD

Social media allows people to be entertained, stay up on 

trends.

It can be used to further the Kingdom and for ministry 

purposes too.

You can find humorous videos and memes online and keep 

up with pop culture.

It can also used to read ads/articles and keep up with world 

news and be a platform to encourage others too.

It can be a big waste of time and distract you from interacting 

with others or create a false perception of reality.



SOCIAL MEDIA

Overall Social Media is what you make it.

According to the interviews with the siblings it can be 

entertaining, bad, encouraging or informative.


